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More than 25%of the patients with breast cancer (BC) developmetastatic disease. In
the present study, we investigated the relationship between DNA methylation levels
in genes regulating cell growth, invasiveness, and metastasis and advanced BCs
and evaluated the clinical utility of methylation profiles for detecting metastatic po-
tential. Pyrosequencing was used to quantify methylation levels in 11 cancer-
associated genes in primary tumors (PTs), lymph node metastases (LNMs), plasma
(PL), and blood cells from 206 patients with invasive BC. Protein expression was eval-
uated using immunohistochemistry. PTs showed hypermethylation of A isoform of the
RAS-association domain family 1 (RASSF1A), adenomatous polyposis coli (APC),
chemokine C-X-C motif ligand 12 (CXCL12), and disintegrin and metalloprotease
domain 23 (ADAM23) (means 38.98%, 24.84%, 12.04%, and 10.01%, respectively).
Positive correlations were identified between methylations in PTs and LNMs, but not
between PL and PTs. The cumulative methylation of PTs and LNMs manifested similar
spectrums of methylated genes that indicate the maintaining of aberrant methyl-
ation during breast tumorigenesis. Significantly increased methylation levels in
RASSF1A, APC, CXCL12, and ADAM23 were found in estrogen receptor (ER) positive
BCs in comparison with ER negative cases. Regarding these results, the evaluation of
DNAmethylation could bemore informative in testing of patients with ER positive BC.
The risk for LNMs development and higher proliferation of cancer cells measured
through Ki-67 expression was increased by hypermethylation of CXCL12 and
ADAM23, respectively. Therefore, the quantification ofCXCL12 andADAM23methyl-
ation could be useful for the prediction of advanced stage of BC. (Translational
Research 2015;165:717–730)
Abbreviations: ADAM23 ¼ disintegrin and metalloprotease domain 23; APC ¼ adenomatous
polyposis coli; BC ¼ breast cancer; BRMS1 ¼ breast cancer metastasis suppressor 1; CDH1 ¼
cadherin 1, type 1; cfDNA ¼ cell-free DNA; CMI ¼ cumulative methylation index; CXCL12 ¼
chemokine C-X-C motif ligand 12; DIC ¼ ductal invasive carcinoma; ER ¼ estrogen receptor;
ERa ¼ estrogen receptor alpha; HER2 ¼ human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; IHC ¼
immunohistochemical; IRS ¼ immunoreactive score; Ki-67 ¼ index of proliferative activity; LIC
¼ lobular invasive carcinoma; LN¼ lymph node; LNM¼ lymph nodemetastasis; PBCs¼ periph-
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eral blood cells; PL ¼ plasma; PPs ¼ percentage of positive cells; PR ¼ progesterone receptor;
PR-B ¼ B isoform of the progesterone receptor; PT ¼ primary tumor; RASSF1A ¼ A isoform of the
RAS-association domain family 1; SD ¼ standard deviation; SI ¼ staining intensity; SOCS1 ¼ sup-
pressor of cytokine signaling 1; SYK¼ spleen tyrosine kinase; TIMP3¼ tissue inhibitor of themetal-
loproteinases 3; TNM ¼ TNM classification
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INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer (BC) is the most common malignancy
in women and it represents 28.8% of all the female can-
cers diagnosed in 40 European states in the year 2012.1

One of the primary causes of the high mortality is that
more than 25% of patients with BC develop metastatic
disease, and approximately 6% of the patients are diag-
nosed with metastatic disease at the time of the initial
diagnosis.2

Metastasis development is a complex process that is
defined by distinct steps involving the local invasion
of cancer cells, their intravasation into adjacent vessels,
transit through the circulatory system and evasion of the
host immune system, extravasation into the parenchyma
of distant organs, and the colonization and formation of
micrometastases, followed by the proliferation and pro-
gression of macrometastases.3

The invasive behavior of cancer cells is associated
with the presence of tumor DNA fragments in the
peripheral blood of patients with cancer. In healthy hu-
man plasma (PL), the cell-free DNA (cfDNA) is derived
from apoptotic cells with a primarily hematopoietic
origin.4,5 In patients with cancer, the apoptotic and
necrotic cancer cells are the primary source of the
tumor cfDNA.6 Many studies have used cfDNA for
the qualitative or quantitative evaluation of cancer-
specific alterations, including changes in methylation
profiles; however, the clinical utility of cfDNA has
been critically re-evaluated because of the high method-
ical diversity and limited diagnostic sensitivity and
specificity.7

Cancer cells intravasate into both blood and
lymphatic vessels, but the hematogenous circulation is
considered to be the major route for metastatic dissem-
ination. To date, it is not clear, whether tumor cells actu-
ally metastasize from the lymph nodes (LNs) to the
secondary organs, or whether the presence of tumor
cells in the LNs only reflects their intrinsic invasive-
ness.8 Regardless the molecular characters of lymph
node metastasis (LNM) provide useful information for
the development of more effective therapy.
Human cancer represents a heterogeneous group of

diseases driven by progressive genetic and epigenetic
alterations including the hyper- and hypomethylation
of DNA and changed histone modifications that result
in remodeling of the chromatin structure.9 The aberrant
methylation profiles in genes, which are responsible for
specific processes in tumorigenesis, could be used as
prognostic or predictive markers. Moreover, dynamic
methylation changes during tumorigenesis modulate
the presence of variable expression profiles in cancer
cells that lead to different behaviors including sensi-
tivity to therapy.
In our study, we were focused on the DNA methyl-

ation changes in genes that regulate cell growth and
act in the inhibition of invasivity and metastasis pro-
cesses. All evaluated genes have the cytosine-phos-
phate-guanine (CpG) islands in their promoter
sequences; therefore, their expression could be epige-
netically regulated. The multifunctional A isoform of
the RAS-association domain family 1 (RASSF1A) and
adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) genes belong to
the group of highly methylated genes found in many
types of cancers, including BC,10 and their methylation
levels increase from the preinvasive and early stage of
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BC through tumorigenesis.11,12 The tumor suppressor
gene RASSF1A is functionally involved in apoptotic
signaling, mitotic progression, and microtubule
stabilization10,13; therefore, its inactivation deregulates
these events. The APC is an antagonist of the Wnt
signaling pathway and is involved in the
transcriptional activation, apoptosis, adhesion, and
migration of cells. In BC, inhibition of APC gene
expression and increasing levels of b-catenin were
observed,14 predominantly through APC promoter
methylation, which has been identified in 40% of pa-
tients with BC.12 Variable frequencies of promoter
methylation in BC were also observed in the SOCS1
(suppressor of cytokine signaling) and SYK (spleen
tyrosine kinase) genes.15-18 The SOCS1 is a negative
regulator of cytokine signaling that promotes the
regulation of proliferation, differentiation, apoptosis,
and immune surveillance in normal mammary
epithelium, and epigenetic inactivation of the SOCS1
gene in BC can cause the increase of epithelial
proliferation and cell survival in response to cytokines
and growth factors.15 SYK is an intracellular receptor
protein kinase involved in cell proliferation, differentia-
tion, and phagocytosis. Its suppressive function in
tumorigenesis and metastasis formation was docu-
mented in many clinical studies, where the correlation
between reduced SYK expression and an increased
risk for metastasis was found.19

Invasion, the first critical step in the metastatic pro-
cess, requires changes in cell-cell adhesion and adhe-
sion to the extracellular matrix. In tumors, many
changes in the cadherin-catenin adhesion complexes
were observed, including the cell adhesion protein, E-
cadherin, encoded by the CDH1 (cadherin 1, type 1)
gene, which suppresses tumor cell invasion and metas-
tasis. In primary BC, the heterogeneous loss of E-cad-
herin expression in correspondence with the
heterogeneous pattern of promoter methylation was
observed early, before cell invasion, and also in the
non-neoplastic breast tissues of patients with BC.20

The transmembrane glycoproteins from the disintegrin
and metalloprotease (ADAM) family participate in in-
vasion processes via the negative modulation of cell
proliferation, adhesion, and migration through integrin
regulation.21 Epigenetic inactivation of the ADAM23
gene through promoter hypermethylation and a
decrease in the messenger RNA and relevant protein
expression is correlated with more advanced BC.22

The other important event in the invasivity of cancer
cells is the failure of specific chemokines. Chemokine
C-X-C motif ligand 12 (CXCL12) is constitutively ex-
pressed in various organs and tissues and together
with the signal receptor CXCR4 regulates adhesion,
proliferation, and the physiological migration of cells.
In previous studies, a strong association between
CXCL12 hypermethylation and a histologically
advanced disease, the presence of metastases, and death
in patients with BC was found.23,24 The tissue inhibitors
of metalloproteinases (TIMPs) prevent the degradation
of the extracellular matrix. TIMP3 is a matrix-binding
protein that regulates the matrix composition and affects
tumor growth, angiogenesis, invasion, and metastasis.
Methylation of the TIMP3 promoter was frequently
observed in many human tumors including BC25 and
in ductal invasive carcinomas, it may be associated
with high tumor grading and LNM.26 Furthermore, the
low expression levels of breast cancer metastasis sup-
pressor 1 (BRMS1) have been correlated with the met-
astatic potential of human BC cell lines in nude mice.27

Hypermethylation of the BRMS1 promoter was
frequently found in primary tumors (PTs) and matched
LNMs of patients with BC.28

For more than 2 decades, the expression of estrogen
receptor alpha (ERa), encoded by the ESR1 gene, has
been used to predict the benefit of endocrine therapy in
patients with BC. ERa is a transcription factor that reg-
ulates the transcription of its target genes and mediates
estrogen functions during the proliferation and differ-
entiation of reproductive organs. Deregulation of es-
trogen signaling is associated with the initiation and
progression of BC.29 The longer B isoform of the pro-
gesterone receptor (PR-B), encoded by the PGR B
gene, is also a transcription factor that regulates
distinct target genes through complex interactions be-
tween PR-B and other regulatory factors; the under-
standing of these interactions could be critical for BC
antiprogestin treatment.30 In patients with BC, the
inactivation of ERa and PR through methylation of
both ESR1 and PGR promoters was found31,32;
however, the mean methylation levels were not
higher than 2.2%.33,34

Many research teams have investigated the molecular
mechanisms of invasivity and metastasis for the identi-
fication of more precise predictive markers and new
therapeutic targets that aim to delay or fully halt the
dissemination of the cancer. In tissues, epigenetic
changes often arise before structural changes; therefore,
the methylation profiles of specific genes could be use-
ful for the identification of new biomarkers. The aim of
the present study was to investigate the relationship be-
tween the DNA methylation levels of selected genes
that are responsible for cell growth, invasivity and the
regulation of metastasis, and the advancing degrees of
sporadic BC to evaluate the clinical utility of
the methylation profiles for monitoring metastatic
potential.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.trsl.2014.12.006


Table I. Clinical characteristics and histopathologic

features of patients with breast cancer

Clinicohistopathologic
variables (N 5 206) N (%)

Age (y)
# 50 48 23.3
. 50 158 76.7

Tumor histology
DIC 178 86.4
LIC 24 11.7
Others 4 1.9

Tumor size (mm)
#20 136 67.0
.20#50 59 29.1
.50 8 3.9

Histologic grading
1 22 10.9
2 105 52.0
3 75 37.1

LN status
0 120 58.8
1–3 48 23.5
4–10 17 8.3
.10 19 9.3

Distant metastasis
Negative 201 98.5
Positive 3 1.5

TNM classification
I 98 47.8
II 66 32.2
III 38 18.5
IV 3 1.5

ER status
Negative 27 14.8
Positive 155 85.2

PR status
Negative 50 27.6
Positive 131 72.4

HER2 expression
Negative 174 84.5
Positive 32 15.5

IHC subtypes
ER1/PR1 HER22 133 73.1
ER1/PR1 HER21 25 13.7
ER2PR2 HER21 5 2.7
ER2PR2 HER22 19 10.4

Ki-67 proliferative index
#14% of cells 94 45.9
.14% of cells 111 54.1

Tumor multifocality
Negative 183 89.3
Positive 22 10.7

Abbreviations: DIC, ductal invasive carcinoma; ER, estrogen re-

ceptor; IHC, immunohistochemical; LIC, lobular invasive carci-
noma; LN, lymph node; Others, tubular or mucinous breast
carcinoma; PR, progesterone receptor.
LN status was categorized according to the number of metastatic
LNs. ER or PR status was considered as positive in cases with$1% of
positively responding cells. HER2 expression was regarded as posi-
tive, if the intensity of IHC reaction was 31 in 30% of tumor cells or

with fluorescence in situ hybridization proven HER2 gene amplifica-
tion in cases with ambiguous IHC positive at 21 intensity reaction.
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PATIENTS AND METHODS

Patient samples. In the present study, paraffin-
embedded PT and LNM samples and the
corresponding peripheral blood cells (PBCs) and PL
samples from 206 nonfamilial patients with BC, PBC
and PL samples from 56 healthy women, and normal
breast tissues from the mammoplasties of 9 healthy
women were collected between March 2012 and
March 2014 at the National Cancer Institute in
Bratislava. This research was carried out according to
the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association
(Declaration of Helsinki). The informed consent was
obtained from patients and controls and the study has
approved the author’s institutional review board. The
relevant clinical and histopathologic data were
retrieved from the patients’ clinical records, and
tumors were characterized according to the PT,
regional LNs, and distant metastasis (TNM)
classification. At the time of the initial BC diagnosis
the age of the women ranged from 28 to 83 years with
a mean of 59.30 6 11.05. Typing was performed
according to the current World Health Organization
classification for breast neoplasms (Table I). No
preoperative radiotherapy or chemotherapy had been
performed in any of the cases. The control individuals
for the blood sample collection were aged between 29
to 85 years (mean 56.54 6 12.21). The age of the
healthy breast tissue donors ranged from 31 to
56 years. These individuals showed no signs or
symptoms of cancer or other serious diseases.

DNA extraction and sodium bisulfite modification. The
PL from the blood samples was processed and stored
as previously described.35 The cfDNA from the PL
was isolated using a QIAamp DSP Virus Kit
(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), and the PBC DNA was
obtained using a FlexiGene DNA Kit (Qiagen). For
the DNA isolation from the paraffin-embedded PTs
(.80% cancer cells), LNMs, and healthy breast
tissue samples, the representative samples were
selected by a pathologist, 3-mm-diameter cores from
the blocked region were cut and the DNA was
isolated using the MagneSil Genomic, Fixed Tissue
System (Promega, Madison, Wisconsin). All the kits
were used according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. The DNA concentration was measured
using a NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo
According to ER, PR, and HER2 expression, 4 IHC subtypes were
recognized, luminal A and B (any ER1 or PR1 HER2 and any ER1
or PR1 HER21), HER2 overexpression positive (ER2 PR2 HER21),
and triple negative (ER2 PR2 HER22). Ki-67 proliferative index
was considered as low and high according to the number of
stained cancer cell with cutoff 14%.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.trsl.2014.12.006
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Fisher Scientific, Bremen, Germany). The DNA
samples were modified via a sodium bisulfite
treatment procedure, where the unmethylated
cytosines were converted into uracils and the 5-
methylcytosines remain unaltered. For the PBC DNA
(1 mg), the CpGenome DNA Modification Kit
(Chemicon, Billerica, Massachusetts) was used. For
the cfDNA (2 mg) and paraffin-embedded PTs,
LNMs, and the healthy breast DNA (2 mg), the
EpiTect Bisulfite Kit (Qiagen) was used. The aliquots
of the modified DNAs were stored at 218

�
C until use.

Methylation analyses. The quantitative DNA methyl-
ation analyses of the bisulfite-modified DNA samples
were performed using pyrosequencing in 11 genes
(APC, ADAM23, CXCL12, ESR1, PGR B, CDH1,
RASSF1A, SYK, TIMP3, BRMS1, and SOCS1).
Between 5 and 8 CpG sites located in the CpG islands
of the promoter region flanking the transcription start
site were evaluated in each gene. The primer
sequences and the polymerase chain reaction
conditions used were previously reported.35 The
pyrosequencing analyses were performed using a
PyroMark Q24 System (Qiagen), and the results were
evaluated using the PyroMark Q24 2.0.6. software
(Qiagen). The methylation data are presented as the
percentage of the average methylation in all the CpG
sites in each gene. The analyzed sample was
considered to be hypermethylated when the average
methylation for the individual gene was higher than
the cutoff value for the identical gene, which was
defined as the mean methylation level determined in
the normal blood cells, PL, or healthy mammary
glands plus 2 standard deviations.36,37 The cumulative
methylation index (CMI) was calculated as the sum of
the methylation percentage for all the 11 evaluated
genes.

Immunohistochemistry. The protein expressions in the
healthy and malignant breast tissues and the LNM were
detected via semiquantitative immunohistochemical
(IHC) analyses of tissue microarrays using specific an-
tibodies against the 11 corresponding proteins. The pri-
mary antibody specification and the laboratory
procedures used were previously described.35 The
results are expressed as an immunoreactive score
(IRS), also known as the German IRS, which
evaluates both the percentage of positive cells and the
staining intensity of the nuclei or the cytoplasm.38 The
staining intensity and percentage of positive cells
were multiplied, giving 4 IRS categories: negative,
weak, moderate, and high protein expression.

Statistical analyses. The normality assumption hy-
pothesis was tested using the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff
test. Statistical comparisons between the groups were
carried out in accordance with the normality test using
Student’s t test or analysis of variance with
Bonferroni’s or Tamhane’s tests for multiple
comparisons. The nonparametric Mann-Whitney U or
Kruskal-Wallis H tests were used for non-normally
distributed data. The associations between the
categorical variables were analyzed using a chi-
squared test in contingency tables. For variables with
normal distributions, the Pearson’s coefficient was
calculated, and for the non-normally distributed
variables, Spearman’s correlation coefficient was
calculated. The association of the hypermethylation in
the evaluated genes with the clinicohistopathologic
features was evaluated using an analysis of
covariance, with age as the covariate. The presence of
age-related methylation in the peripheral blood was
tested using the same approach. A logistic regression
adjusted for age was used to determine the effect of
the independent categorical variables on the advancing
degree of BC, which was measured by the presence of
LNM, the Ki-67 proliferation rate, and the tumor size.
This determination included the computation of the
risk estimate. A P value ,0.05 was considered to
indicate statistical significance. The statistical
computations were performed using the SPSS 17.0
software programme (SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illinois).

RESULTS

DNAmethylation in different types of samples in patients
withBC. In the present study, the quantitative analyses of
the DNA methylation levels were performed in the
paraffin-embedded PT and LNM tissues, the PBCs,
and the PL samples from 206 patients with invasive
BC. The highest methylation levels were found in the
PT samples in the RASSF1A, APC, CXCL12, and
ADAM23 genes, with means of 38.98%, 24.84%,
12.04%, and 10.01%, respectively. In the same genes,
similar methylation levels were observed in the LNM
samples (Table II), with a positive correlation between
the PT and LNM samples (r 5 0.426, P 5 0.001;
r 5 0.755, P , 0.001; r 5 0.291, P 5 0.028; and
r 5 0.423, P 5 0.001), but no correlations were found
between the PL and PT samples in any of analyzed
genes. On the contrary, significant differences between
the 3 types of patient samples, with increasing values
from PBC to PL to PT, were observed in most of the
evaluated genes (Table II). DNA methylation levels
that exceeded the cutoff values (Table III) were found
in 156, 144, 104, and 52 of the PT samples and 37,
33, 30, and 13 of the LNM samples for the RASSF1A,
APC, CXCL12, and ADAM23 genes, respectively.
Moreover, a hypermethylation value in at least 1 of
the 4 aforementioned genes was observed in the PT
samples from 190 of the 206 patients with BC
(92.2%). However, only 3, 12, 7, and 5 patients

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.trsl.2014.12.006


Table II. ThemeanDNAmethylation levels and the significant differences between different types of samples in

206 patients with breast cancer

Genes

DNA methylation levels Significant differences

Mean 6 SD (in %) P value

PBCs PL PT LNM PBC vs PL PBC vs PT PBC vs LNM PL vs PT PL vs LNM PT vs LNM

APC 2.12 6 1.04 4.60 6 6.14 24.84 6 22.28 22.14 6 22.40 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 0.208
ADAM23 2.64 6 1.42 3.57 6 3.89 10.01 6 11.88 9.26 6 11.50 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 0.895
CXCL12 2.83 6 1.46 3.60 6 4.37 12.04 6 11.96 11.30 6 10.49 0.015 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 0.918
ESR1 4.40 6 1.31 4.55 6 3.30 8.92 6 3.77 8.09 6 4.37 0.054 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 0.016
PGR B 5.04 6 1.62 3.89 6 3.28 7.20 6 6.22 7.21 6 4.34 ,0.001 ,0.001 0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 0.453
CDH1 9.69 6 1.93 7.82 6 5.08 7.47 6 2.96 10.20 6 5.19 ,0.001 ,0.001 0.866 0.407 ,0.001 ,0.001
RASSF1A 1.09 6 0.39 3.48 6 3.70 38.98 6 24.90 32.39 6 27.11 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 0.076
SYK 1.65 6 0.70 2.62 6 2.27 5.79 6 3.90 5.40 6 2.99 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 0.465
TIMP3 2.80 6 1.68 3.15 6 3.41 5.67 6 6.54 7.40 6 8.93 0.057 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 0.018 0.161
BRMS1 1.75 6 1.06 2.55 6 2.19 3.15 6 1.34 3.29 6 2.04 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 0.001 0.957
SOCS1 1.44 6 0.78 2.22 6 2.24 4.85 6 3.00 4.61 6 3.10 0.002 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 0.362

Abbreviations: LNM, lymph node metastasis; PBC, peripheral blood cells; PL, plasma; PT, primary tumor.

Table III. The DNA methylation levels in the peripheral blood (N 5 56) and breast tissue (N 5 9) samples of

healthy women, and the cutoff values for evaluation of the hypermethylation status in breast cancer

Genes

DNA methylation levels in the controls mean 6 standard deviation (in %) Hypermethylation cutoff values (in %)*

Peripheral blood cells Plasma Mammary glands Peripheral blood cells Plasma Mammary glands

APC 1.30 6 0.57 3.84 6 4.59 5.33 6 1.23 2.44 13.02 7.79
ADAM23 2.14 6 0.40 3.04 6 3.50 4.89 6 2.32 2.94 10.04 9.53
CXCL12 2.34 6 0.51 4.05 6 4.68 4.33 6 1.73 3.36 13.41 7.79
ESR1 3.32 6 0.90 4.88 6 4.20 10.11 6 2.71 5.12 13.28 15.53
PGR B 4.45 6 1.24 4.31 6 5.55 5.11 6 2.42 6.93 15.41 9.95
CDH1 9.39 6 1.68 7.71 6 3.64 7.56 6 2.96 12.75 14.99 13.48
RASSF1A 1.00 6 0.27 3.48 6 5.68 5.33 6 3.04 1.54 14.84 11.41
SYK 1.18 6 0.39 2.29 6 2.23 5.22 6 1.39 1.96 6.75 8.00
TIMP3 2.91 6 1.34 3.61 6 4.35 5.13 6 0.99 5.59 12.31 7.11
BRMS1 1.30 6 0.66 2.65 6 1.43 3.67 6 2.29 2.62 5.51 8.25
SOCS1 1.04 6 0.38 2.18 6 1.89 4.67 6 2.18 1.80 5.96 9.03

*The hypermethylation cutoff values were counted as the sum of the mean methylation levels plus 2 standard deviations in the identical gene
from the control DNA samples.
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showed hypermethylation in the RASSF1A, APC,
CXCL12, and ADAM23 genes, respectively, in the PL
samples. Simultaneous hypermethylation in the PT
and PL samples were only rarely observed in 1, 9, 4,
and 4 patients for the RASSF1A, APC, CXCL12, and
ADAM23 genes, respectively. The DNA methylation
levels in the PBCs, PL, PTs, and LNMs of the patients
for the RASSF1A, APC, CXCL12, and ADAM23 genes
are depicted in Fig 1.
To determine level of DNA methylation in normal

blood cells and breast tissues, the PBCs from 56 healthy
women and 9 normal mammary glands were analyzed.
On comparison of the PBC methylation levels in the pa-
tients and controls, significant differences were found in
8 genes (APC, ADAM23, CXCL12, ESR1, PGR B, SYK,
BRMS1, and SOCS1 with P values ,0.001, 0.001,
0.005, 0.001, 0.002, ,0.001, 0.001, and ,0.001,
respectively); however, none of the genes had mean
methylation levels that exceeded the cutoff value for hy-
permethylation in the PBCs (Tables II and III).
In the PL of the patients and controls, only the

ADAM23 gene showed a significant difference in the
meanmethylation (P5 0.016), and themeanmethylation
level was lower than the cutoff value for PL (Tables II and
III). On comparison of the normal mammary glands with
the PT and LNM tissues, the APC, CXCL12, and
RASSF1A genes showed statistically significant
differences in their mean methylation levels between
the normal and cancerous tissues (P 5 0.001,
P 5 0.002, and P 5 0.001, respectively) and between
the normal tissues and the LNM samples (P 5 0.012,
P 5 0.008, and P 5 0.000, respectively).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.trsl.2014.12.006


Fig 1. The DNA methylation levels of 4 hypermethylated genes in

different types of samples from 206 patients with breast cancer. The

hypermethylation cutoff values are denoted by black lines.
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We also tested the potential effect of age on the level
of methylation. There was a significant association be-
tween age and increasing methylation levels in the
PBCs of the controls (ADAM23, CXCL12, PGR B,
CDH1, and TIMP3) and the patients (ESR1, PGR B,
CDH1, and TIMP3) but not in the normal and cancerous
breast tissues.
In 57 patients who had available LN samples, the

CMIs of the 11 genes increased from the mean value
35.00 6 7.25 in the PBCs to 43.16 6 12.23 and
140.7 6 56.71 in the PL and PT samples, respectively.
In the LNM samples, a CMI value of 119.04 6 46.55
was found. The cumulative methylation results of the
PT and LNM samples manifested a very similar spec-
trum of methylated genes, with the highest levels at
313 and 268, respectively. In both the PTand LNM sam-
ples, the RASSF1A, APC, CXCL12, and ADAM23 genes
were highly methylated in the CMI profiles, which was
contrary to the results observed in the PBCs. The
cfDNA from the PL manifested as a combined profile
of methylated genes that was observed in the PBCs
and PTs of the patients (Fig 2).

DNAmethylation and protein expression. IHC analyses
of the expression of the 11 proteins were performed in
the tissue microarray sections from the patients and con-
trols to investigate the effect of the identified methyl-
ation profiles on both gene silencing and the
subsequent protein expression. No associations were
observed between the methylation levels and the related
protein expression in both the PT and LNM samples,
with the exception of the PGR B gene in the LNM sam-
ples (P 5 0.034) (Fig 3). However, the PGR B
methylation levels were lower than the
hypermethylation cutoff value that was determined in
the normal mammary glands. In the PT samples, an
increasing trend in the mean methylation levels, from
17.25% to 24.21% and from 9.44% to 14.29%, was
observed in the APC and CXCL12 genes, respectively,
in association with decreasing protein expression
(from high to negative); however, neither were
significant (Fig 3). An example of the differential
expression of the ADAM23 protein in relation to the
methylation levels of ADAM23 gene in the PT
samples is depicted in Fig 4.

DNA methylation and clinicohistopathologic
features. In the 206 patients with BC, the association
between the clinical features and the histopathologic
characteristics of the PT and DNA methylation levels
in both the PT and LNM tissues was investigated for 4
genes with mean DNAmethylation levels that exceeded
the cutoff values (Table IV). In the RASSF1A gene,
significant differences in the methylation levels were
identified in the estrogen receptor (ER) status and
triple-negative BC phenotype in the PT samples and
in the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2
(HER2) overexpression, the LNM categories and the
PT size in the LNM tissues. Significant differences in
the APC methylation levels were observed in the IHC
subtypes and the ER, TNM, and Ki-67 categories in
the PT samples and according to the histologic type in
the LNM tissues. The CXCL12 methylation levels
differed significantly according to the ER and PR
status, as well as the LNM status, in the LNM
samples. Finally, the methylation levels of the
ADAM23 gene in the PT samples were significantly
different in the different categories depending on the
ER and HER2 status and the Ki-67 proliferative
index. In the LNM tissues, a significant difference was
observed in the ADAM23 methylation levels in groups
of patients with different PT histologic grades and
HER2 and PR status. The mean methylation levels in
the various clinicopathologic categories and the
corresponding P values are summarized in Table IV.
A logistic regression adjusted for age was used to

determine the effect of the independent categorical
variables on the advancing degree of BC, as measured
by the presence of LNM, the Ki-67 proliferation rate,
and the PT size. Several variables in the PT contributed
to the risk of LNM development, such as a higher T
stage, high proliferation, ER positivity, and hyperme-
thylation of the CXCL12 gene. The presence of hyper-
methylation increased the risk for LNM by 2.1-fold.
Histologic grade 3 and ER negativity increased the
risk of having BC with a high Ki-67 proliferation ratio.
Moreover, hypermethylation in the ADAM23 and PGR
B genes indicate a 5.2- and 2.7-fold greater risk for
high tumor cell proliferation, respectively. On the basis
of the results of the tested models, an increased tumor
size (.20 mm) is associated with ER negativity, HER2
overexpression, and lobular histology but not with hy-
permethylation in the analyzed genes. The results of
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Fig 2. The cumulative DNA methylation levels in different types of samples from the patients with breast cancer

with lymph nodemetastasis. The patient order in each of the 4 graphs is the same, to simplify the evaluation of each

individual case. Only the cumulative methylation results that were counted from all 11 genes (APC, ADAM23,

CXCL12, ESR1, PGR B,CDH1, RASSF1A, SYK, TIMP3, BRMS1, and SOCS1) are depicted in the graphs. Patients

with incomplete results were excluded from the analyses (empty columns).
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the logistic regression analyses are summarized in
Table V.

DISCUSSION

Metastatic cancer causes serious medical problems,
because this disease state is mostly incurable and there
are only palliative therapeutic options available. For this
reason, the prediction of the metastatic potential of a tu-
mor is necessary in newly diagnosed patients for proper
therapy management and subsequent medical care.
In the present study, increased methylation levels in
10 evaluated genes (APC, ADAM23, CXCL12, ESR1,
PGR B, RASSF1A, SYK, TIMP3, BRMS1, and SOCS1)
were observed in the PT samples when compared with
the PBCs of patients with BC. In our analyses, the phys-
iological DNA methylation levels in the relevant sam-
ples (PBCs, PL, and mammary glands) from healthy
women were considered in the evaluation of the methyl-
ation results. Then, the ‘‘pathologic’’ DNA methylation
levels were determined to be greater than the cutoff that

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.trsl.2014.12.006


Fig 3. The DNA methylation levels for 4 categories of protein expression in 206 primary tumors and 57 lymph

node metastases. For the semiquantitative evaluation of the protein expression, the immunoreactive score (IRS)

was used, which involves the staining intensity (SI) and the percentage of positive cells (PP). The SI was subdi-

vided into 4 categories (05 negative, 1 5 weakly positive, 2 5 moderately positive, and 3 5 strongly positive).

The PP was graded as follows: 0 5 negative, 1 5 up to 10% positive cells, 2 5 from 11% to 50% positive cells,

35 from 51% to 80% positive cells, and 4 5 more than 80% positive cells. The SI and PP were multiplied, pro-

ducing 4 IRS categories: negative (0), weak (1–3), moderate (4–6), and high (8–12) protein expression.38 The P

value is for the analysis of variance; this association did not persist following Bonferroni correction.
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was represented by the mean methylation level in the
relevant healthy samples plus 2 standard deviations.
These significantly increased methylation levels in the
cancer-associated genes could influence the gene
expression and the overall stability of the protein com-
plexes and lead to the subsequent downregulation of cell
proliferation and suppression of tumorigenesis. Using
the more precise criterion of a cutoff value, the hyper-
methylation status was identified in the RASSF1A,
APC, CXCL12, and ADAM23 genes in both the PT
and LNM samples (with the exception of ADAM23,
which was close to the cutoff in the LNM samples),
but no hypermethylation was observed in the PBC and
PL samples from the patients with BC. In our group
of patients, RASSF1A and APC hypermethylation was
identified in 75.5% and 69.9% of the patients, respec-
tively. In RASSF1A gene, we previously found the fre-
quency from 71.9% to 82.6%35,39,40 and similar
results were observed in other studies, with the
frequencies of RASSF1A methylation at 82.5% and
68% and of APC at 52.5%.41,42 When compared with
our results, the frequencies of the methylated BC
samples from other studies were different for the
CXCL12 gene (25.2% vs 14.5% and 52.4%,
respectively),23,24 and for ADAM23 (50.4% vs
69.2%),22 but these authors only used qualitative
methods for their methylation analyses.
Regardless of the fact that PL is a readily available

material for molecular analyses and many studies use
cfDNA for the qualitative and quantitative evaluation
of cancer-specific alterations, such as DNA strand integ-
rity, mutations, changes in microsatellites, and methyl-
ation,7 our present results did not show any correlations
between the PL and PT samples, similarly as in our
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Fig 4. The differential expression patterns of the ADAM23 protein in normal breast tissue and 2 breast primary

tumors that had similar methylation levels in the ADAM23 gene. IRS, immunoreactive score.
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previous study.35 Moreover, the different methylation
profiles were found between PL and PT samples that
we observed previously in other group of patients with
BC.40 In another study, a relatively consistent variation
in the methylation patterns of the PL samples among the
controls and the BC patients with and without LNMwas
observed. However, the modest differences between the
cases and controls were not suitable for clinical utility.43

Additionally, the cancer-specific cfDNA concentration
is normally very low, and there is a high portion of
genomic DNA that originates from the physiological
degradation processes in the PL samples, which was
documented in our study via the cumulativemethylation
profiles in the PL; therefore, the cancer specificity of the
methylation analyses could be substantially underesti-
mated.
Several studies have shown that during breast tumor

progression there is a change in the ER, PR, and
HER2 status. The receptor is normally conversed from
ER1/PR1 to ER2/PR2 but less frequently vice versa;
however, the HER2 conversion occurred equally in both
directions between the PTs and the relapsed lesions or
the non-bone distant BC metastases.44,45 The altered
hormonal receptors and HER2 status in metastatic BC
could lead to inappropriate therapy if it is managed
according to the IHC results determined via the PT. In
our study, we hypothesized that the ER and PR
expressions could be epigenetically regulated;
therefore, we introduced the ESR1 and PGR B genes
in the methylation analyses and found the means to be
8.92% and 7.2% in the PTs, respectively. However, no
association was observed between the increasing
methylation levels in the ESR1 and PGR B genes and
the decreasing relevant protein expression in the PT
samples. In the LNM samples, significant differences
were observed in the PGR B methylation levels
between all the evaluated protein groups; however, the
mean methylation level of PGR B was lower than the
hypermethylation cutoff. Very low ESR1 and PGR B
methylation levels were shown in previous studies,
and the means varied from 0% to 2.2% and 2% in
sporadic BC, respectively.33,34,37,46 Therefore, we do
not presume that DNA methylation plays a crucial
role in the gene silencing of these hormonal receptors
in association with breast tumorigenesis. However,
some of the epigenetic events in estrogen signaling
cannot be excluded because in ER-targeted gene expres-
sion, the complex corecruitment of coactivators and co-
repressors with ER was observed, including DNA
methyltransferases, histone acetyltransferases, histone
deacetylases, histone methyltransferases, and polycomb
proteins.47 PR also interacts with other regulatory fac-
tors, which frequently lead to post-translational modifi-
cations that can dramatically change its function in
normal and malignant breast tissues.30 The roles of
ER and PR in the regulation of DNA methylation pro-
cesses support the results of a previously published
report, where different methylation profiles (93 hyper-
methylated and 55 hypomethylated genes) in ER1/
PR1 and ER2/PR2 BC were observed.48 In our study,
the significantly lower methylation levels identified in
the RASSF1A, APC, CXCL12, and ADAM23 genes
were observed in the patients with ER2 or
ER2PR2HER22 BC. These findings indicate a hor-
monal regulation of the DNA methylation process,
which is visible in the hypermethylated genes and in
the functional relationship between the individual genes
and the hormone receptors, as was previously observed
in an in vitro study showing that RASSF1A regulated ER
expression in an estrogen-independent manner.49 This
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Table IV. The mean DNAmethylation levels (in %) in the PTs and LNM samples in different categories, based on

the clinical features and histopathologic characteristics of the PTs

Genes

PTs (N 5 206) LNM (N 5 57)

Clinicopathologic category
DNA methyl.

(mean) P* value Clinicopathologic category
DNA methyl.

(mean) P* value

RASSF1A ER status Negative 22.70 ,0.001 HER2 Negative 27.12 0.004
Positive 41.88 Positive 45.88

IHC subtype ER1/PR1 HER22 41.17 0.003† LNM status 1–3 20.37 0.018
ER1/PR1 HER21 43.60 4–10 38.42
ER2PR2 HER21 33.20 .10 46.39
ER2PR2 HER22 19.68 PT size #20 mm 25.66 0.021

.20#50 mm 39.83

.50 mm 36.50
APC ER status Negative 10.93 0.005 Histologic type DIC 18.25 0.017

Positive 27.85 LIC 42.89
IHC subtype ER1/PR1 HER22 27.41 0.007†

ER1/PR1 HER21 27.48
ER2PR2 HER21 23.40
ER2PR2 HER22 8.53

TNM I and II 23.13 0.022
III and IV 31.38

Ki-67 #14% of cells 21.44 0.018
.14% of cells 27.43

CXCL12 ER status Negative 11.27 0.022 LNM status 1–3 9.04 0.004
Positive 12.39 4–10 20.00

PR status Negative 14.88 0.004 .10 8.89
Positive 11.22

ADAM23 ER status Negative 6.37 0.001 Histologic grade 1 and 2 6.71 ,0.001
Positive 11.25 3 12.64

HER2 Negative 8.76 0.001 HER2 Negative 7.02
Positive 16.81 Positive 15.00 ,0.001

Ki-67 #14% of cells 7.19 0.008 PR status Negative 15.00 ,0.001
.14% of cells 12.24 Positive 7.81

Abbreviations: DIC, ductal invasive carcinoma; ER, estrogen receptor; HER2, HER2 overexpression; IHC, immunohistochemical; Ki-67, Ki-67 pro-
liferation index; LIC, lobular invasive carcinoma; LNM, lymph nodemetastasis (classified according to the number of metastatic lymph nodes);

PR, progesterone receptor; PT, primary tumor; TNM, TNM classification.
*Analysis of covariance adjusted for age.
†P , 0.01 for the triple-negative phenotype vs the other IHC categories after adjusting for multiple comparisons.
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association was supported by our finding of positive cor-
relation between RASSF1A methylation levels and the
percentage of cancer cells expressing ER and PR in
BC samples.40

During the progression of BC, many combinations of
genetic and epigenetic changes occur, resulting in muta-
tions or altered gene expression. The functions of the
subsequent protein products could be influenced not
only by changes in the protein structure but also by
abnormal interactions between partners in active protein
complexes. Concerning the regulation complexity, we
expected to find link between the DNA methylation
levels and inhibition of the protein expression of
RASSF1A, APC, CXCL12, and ADAM23. On the
basis of our results, we deduced that the detected
cancer-specific DNA methylation profiles contribute
to destabilization of the regulation processes in breast
tumorigenesis, which could have prognostic value.
Previous studies have shown that the DNA methyl-
ation of several genes, including RASSF1A and APC,
accumulate during tumorigenesis; this was identified
in preinvasive breast lesions and significantly increased
from hyperplasia to ductal carcinoma in situ and inva-
sive ductal carcinoma. The results also indicate that
methylation in the evaluated genes is an early epigenetic
event in BC.11,37,50 The metastatic potential of
cancerous cells that are distributed throughout
lymphatic vessels could be evaluated by comparing
the molecular characteristics in LNMs and PTs. In
recent studies, the simultaneous presence of RASSF1A
and APC methylation from PTs to LNMs was
detected.36,51 In 57 patients, we observed very similar
DNA methylation levels in all 4 hypermethylated
genes (RASSF1A, APC, CXCL12, and ADAM23) in
both the LNM and PT tissues. Taking into account the
tumor heterogeneity, we hypothesize that there are
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Table V. The risk estimation of the selected risk factors for advancing tumorigenesis in breast cancer (logistic

regression adjusted for age)

Risk factor Variables Risk value P value Odds ratio 95% Confidence interval

Lymph nodes metastases* ER status $1% of positive cells 0.010 4.41 1.42–13.72
ADAM23 DNA methylation .9.53% 0.184 0.56 0.24–1.31
CXCL12 DNA methylation .7.79% 0.039 2.10 1.04–4.24
Ki-67 .14% of cells 0.016 2.63 1.20–5.74
T stage T2 and higher ,0.001 4.43 2.11–9.31
ESR1 DNA methylation .15.53 0.111 4.61 0.71–30.05

Ki-67 proliferation rate† Histologic grade 3 0.003 3.15 1.48–6.68
ER status $1% of positive cells 0.001 0.10 0.03–0.38
ADAM23 DNA methylation .9.53% ,0.001 5.23 2.27–12.05
PGR B DNA methylation .9.95% 0.050 2.69 1.00–7.24

PT size‡ Histologic grade 3 0.059 3.97 0.95–16.62
ER status $1% of positive cells 0.006 0.26 0.10–0.68
HER2 Overexpression 0.021 2.85 1.17–6.95
Histologic type LIC 0.002 5.08 1.79–14.41

Abbreviations: ER, estrogen receptor; HER2, HER2 overexpression; Ki-67, Ki-67 proliferation index; LIC, lobular invasive cancer; PT, primary tumor;

TNM, TNM classification.
*22 Log likelihood 5 194.84; R2(Cox and Snell) 5 0.17; R2(Nagelkerke) 5 0.23.
†22 Log likelihood 5 181.22; R2(Cox and Snell) 5 0.24; R2(Nagelkerke) 5 0.32.
‡22 Log likelihood 5 190.42; R2(Cox and Snell) 5 0.16; R2(Nagelkerke) 5 0.22.
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partially degraded cell populations present in the
circulation, originating from detached cancer cells that
are not able to survive and form metastases but have
different methylation profiles; their fragments could
be represented by a portion of cfDNA in the PL. The
surviving cancer cells could represent more aggressive
populations that are resistant to apoptosis and are
predisposed to metastasis. Therefore, this hypothesis
could explain the discrepancies between the
methylation profiles in the PL and PT samples and in
concordance with the PT and LNM tissues in our study.
To evaluate the association of the clinicohistopatho-

logic characteristics of the patients with BC in regards
to the methylation levels in the 4 hypermethylated
genes, we found significantly higher methylation levels
in the ER-positive PT samples, which were also
observed in RASSF1A and other frequently methylated
genes.36,37 These results indicate that the methylation
levels of RASSF1A, APC, CXCL12, and ADAM23 in
ER-positive tumors can be more easily distinguished
from the physiological methylation ‘‘background;’’
therefore, they could be more informative in testing of
patients with ER-positive BC.
Recent epigenetic studies have been focused not only

on the general investigation of cancer-specific changes
but also on the methylation profiles of genes that are
active in partial processes of tumor progression, such
as the adhesion between cancer cells and with other
cells and the extracellular matrix. The transmembrane
glycoprotein ADAM23 negatively regulates integrins
through the binding of the ADAM23 disintegrin domain
with integrins, which prevents their activation.21 Epige-
netic silencing of the ADAM23 gene allows integrin
activation that could stimulate cancer cell migration.
Moreover, activated integrins promote interactions be-
tween circulating tumor cells and thrombocytes to pro-
tect cancer cells against degradation in the
vasculature.52 Furthermore, another important group
of substances that influence cancer cell invasivity are
the chemokines, namely CXCL12. In cancer tissues,
both CXCL12, which is secreted by the myoepithelial
cells and myofibroblasts of the tumor stroma, and its re-
ceptor CXCR4 are expressed in BC cells and are epige-
netically regulated during the modulation of the
metastatic potential in BC; CXCL12 methylation and
CXCR4 overexpression without methylation were found
in patients with the histologically advanced disease
and was associated with a poor chance of sur-
vival.23,53,54 Alternatively, CXCL12 was significantly
overexpressed in the organs where BC frequently
forms metastases.55

In our study, the increasing methylation levels that
manifested in any of the hypermethylated genes were
associated with a higher disease stage, increased PT
size, increased Ki-67 proliferation, or an increased num-
ber of LNMs, which reflects the accumulation of epige-
netic changes during tumor progression. However, on
evaluation of the risk for advancing BC, we found that
the risk for the presence of LNM is associated with
CXCL12 hypermethylation, and the risk for increased
Ki-67 proliferation is influenced by ADAM23 hyperme-
thylation. These data confirm that epigenetic inhibition
of the CXCL12 and ADAM23 genes results in the
destruction of cell-cell and cell-extracellular matrix
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adhesion and can stimulate the detachment and mobility
of cancer cells in advanced BC.

CONCLUSIONS

Our results documented that RASSF1A and APC hy-
permethylation, which frequently develops in early
BC, is maintained during breast tumorigenesis and indi-
cates a key role for epigenetic inhibition of the
RASSF1A and APC tumor suppressor genes in BC. On
the contrary, CXCL12 and ADAM23 hypermethylation
are associated with LNMs development and higher pro-
liferation of cancer cells, respectively, that could be use-
ful for the prediction of advanced stage of BC. The
differences or coincidences in the cancer-specific
methylation profiles between the cfDNA from the PL,
PT, and LNM tissues could contribute not only to clar-
ifying the investigated gene functions during tumori-
genesis but also to determining the sample type,
which reflects the molecular characteristics of the BC
disease in real time, for more tailored management
and therapy. To increase the clinical utility of these
epigenetic markers, it is critical to obtain the available
biological material in a noninvasive manner, as our ex-
pectations regarding the PL samples were not fulfilled.
However, the growing research on circulating tumor
cells could bring a promising solution to this problem.
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